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Aft important clinical technique, convulsive shook, hoe bean receiving
much attention in animal laboratories in the past fifteen years, iiueh of
the early research which has been summarised by rage (32) and n&ger (14)
ha* dealt with the convulsion itself ejftt the enrironmeutal and phyaiologi-
eal stimuli influencing it (14). K'.oat of the recent work oonceras the be-
havioral offecta of convulsions and utilises electricity, while such con-
vulalve agente as insulin and metrosol are receiving less attention.
the findings generally indicate that a critical number of electro-
convulsive shocks (hereafter referred to as SC3) decreases response
strength, usually for a limited amount of time. A number of investigators
have recently suggested that the General Adaptation Syndrome may mediate
ths response changes following 8C3. This study attempts to throw further
light on such an explanation by comparing the effects of a convulsive
stimulus with those of a related non-convulsive stimulus.
Most studies have tested the effects of SC3 on various types of
learned behavior such as habit reversal, aiiaple and complex t&aka, in-
hibited responses, anxiety mediated responses, and "neurotic 1* or 'fixated'*
behavior. Other studies dealing with physiological effects have dealt with
the strength of the convulsing current, resultant emotional states, food
intake, and body weight changes.
In those studies concerned with habit reversal two habits learned in
succession are followed by SB3, and the result is always a retention of
the simpler habit, whether it comes first or last in the sequence.
Typie&l of this type of experiment is one by Braun and Patton (8)
which reports loss of a difficult habit but not of a simple one regardless
of which habit was learned first, when the simple habit came first and the
difficult one sscond, the difficult one mm lost as tht animal returned to
the simpler after 3CS. When the aiapi© one cane last the aaioal continued
irith it. fiisple and difficult we defined in terse of the amber of units
of » aase.
It has also been shorn that siiapla habits are not impaired by 5903,
whereas difficult ouee are (11,20,42,44). The first two of these studies,
using complex tasks, found a dseraaeat, whereas the latter two using siaple
tasks did not. ftussoll (39) confirmed these fiadiage by comparing the be*
havtor of convulsed rats oa the same type of task at tec levels of diffi-
culty.
Another group of studies falls into the category of the reinstatement
of an inhibited response (2,3,4,5,7,17,23,24). In these studies the last
training prior to ICS is a cilnimua amount of extinction training. Thus
the extinction response, being weakest, was the first to be afrested by
-303. This allowed the original response to becoae doiaiaant.
A series of studies by Hunt, Srady, and coworkers have indicated that
a specific emotional response ("anxiety*) was decreased by SKJ3 (24), and
that the overt response could bs entirely re&ovsd for a period of tise if
the response strength was not too high (3,34). They nave also shown that
the sffoots of I3C3 on the respoass were temporary. That is, the effects
of 21 aOSs lasted approximately 30 days (23). The response used by Hunt
tad Brady was an anxiety motivated response which did not remove or affect
the source of the anxiety. In tnsir studies the rat learned to press a
bar in a Skinner box for water reiaforescent. 1 hen the habit was stabilised,
•actional conditioning was instituted by presenting a dialing sound during
the bar pressing session for three minutes followed immediately by a nceon-
tary shock to the fest. ItltP & few trials, the rat ceased bar pressing
and allowed 3lgns of fear during the time the busaer was on. The ratio of
bar presaiag during presentation of the- busier £| bar preaaing during &
neutral tiae secant in the box provided & seasure of the conditioned «ao-
tional response.
JOaaoonaon and ooworkars, studying "neurotic behavior* in oats, -ere
able to remove experimentally indue*! inhibitions by W$ (27). It is
probable that oost of their cmioala did not build Up groat response
strength after receiving an airblaat ahila eating since very few triala
were used to bring aoout the response of staging avay fros. a goal-box with
food in it. One critieisQ of Kaeseraaa* 9 vori: is that there was no strict
adherence to experimental design. Animals were subjected to variaclee in-
discriminately.
Wast and Keldoan (13,30) tried to alter '•fixated behavior" in rata by
the use of Me Their usual technique was to produce a response in a dis-
crimination situation (Laahley Jumping 3tand) under varying conditions,
uaually frustration, and than to attempt to change the response by taking
the opposite choice the rewarded one. DCSs did not significantly alter
fixated responses when they vara applied between the learning of the re-
sponse and the attempts at alteration. It ia possible that the rospouse
strength aaa too high Than developed under frustration, to be affected
sufficiently by 2C3 so that a new response could be sade. In a recent
frtudy (71) where tha 3CS was givan concomitantly aith the acquisition of
the original response, the HM group shoved significantly greater altera-
tion of the response than did the control group. It is possible that here,
$C3 had a chance to offset response strength whan it ma Just above three-
hold.
Thsre have bean cloias that regardlesa of the effects of the convulsion
itself, the electric currant may produce pers&nent daiaage. Bamberg (1) ran
a study doexmstrating penaanent iiapairiaent whan £0$ was applied to isaaature
rats, but tha impairment my have been due to tha convulsion rather than to
the currant. Hayes (16) reasoning that a stronger current might produce
greater brain dosage and greater impairment if the currant is a factor,
found so differences in iap&iraent as the intensity of the current Mi ia*.
creased. Townssad et al (47), in a eiailar ejsperiaaeat, also found no dif-
fsrenoea resulting froa different current intensities. It is possible,
however, that bj employing a wider range of current than these investiga-
tors used, differences aiight bs found.
A nuober of studies have clearly revealed the depressant effects of
ECS on the rat»s activity level. The greatest aaount of activity reduc-
tion %M evident only within 24 hours after the last 2BC3 (46,51).
tXuwan (ll)in a retention experiment gave his control group shock to
the legs, while the e^erl*emtul group received the shock on the ears pro-
duoing * convulsion. The experifaental group was sdj^nifiotintly inferior
do&onstrating that the emotional state alone resulting froa the shock was
not sufficient to produce the iapalnaent. However, the degree of "emotion-
ality" resulting froa a single shoc\: to the feet c«y not be comparable to
that produced by 80S. Had Duncan produced the seas degree of weaotiaa^iitr'
his results sight hava been different.
A study by l&roky and rtoavold (29) found that rata on an ad libitum
diet lost body weight and reduced food intake following a ten day series of
80S. Bats which were kept at &t>i of body weight showed a significant in-
crease in hunger following ten 3C«s. Tine increase in hunger occurred de-
spite no significant cteu&go in amount of activity. The implications of
these results is that the 3Q8 studies using food reinforcement should
clearly define the feeding conditions for the entire experiment. Better
yet, 808 studies should utilise other types of motivation.
It is difficult to apply directly any of these results to the use of
103 in removing or alleviating neurotic end psychotic symptoms in humans.
As u>*»s data are accumulated, the resulta on rata and on tenant should aer.se
into a syatsoatio and applicable theory. The |ft$tt presently available have
added to the knowledge of the reiationshipa of 3XJS to an organism 1 a behav-
ior and the mechanise ^hereby responses may be stared. huch clarification
is still needed,
i psyohogimlc theory which hypothesises that the decrement is based
on fear generalised from the situation in which 3X53 is administered, is re-
futed by Braun at al (9). Neither do the results of Duncan (11) support
this theory.
Several physiological hypotheses have been advanced as to the nature
of the mechanisms underlying the response decrement resultins from 908.
Among them ore* damage to the central nervous system, civngas in the auto-
nomic nervous system, physiological debilitation, creation of a specific
humoral substanos in the brain, and a systematic stress theory.
A reviev of the evidence (») reveals no clear cut results supporting
the specifio damage hypothesis. Studies where dnaage is found ore explained
by Wilcox (60) who feels that the damage is caused by the uss of more cur-
rent than is necessary for 303 to be affective.
Several studies indicate that the effects of HUS may be more a func-
tion of autonomic nervous system involvement than involvement of the central
nervous aystem, nosvoid ot al (37,3b) have demonstrated functional changes
in the adrenal cortex. Oellhorn and Kessler (16) have also demonstrated
disturbance of adrenal functioning following 3C3, while tfoyt and Bosvold
(21) have found changes in body temperature.
A good deal of evidence has been accumulated to show that the convul-
sion and not the convulsing agent is responsible for the affects found.
3ome of these studies have found that vixen the convulsion is prevented by
B
uassthstlaation, impairment does not occur (28,33,43,47). others have shoe*
that the aaae impairment nil occur regardless of the convulsing agent (6,26).
fccGinnies (26) advocates an explanation la terms of peripheral rather
than central factors. He hypothesis that tha SOS decrement ia a faction
of general debilitation.
Cerletti has recently conductea experiments (10) in *hich the brain*
of convulsed animals vera reduced to a fluid which *aa found to benefit
taanio-depreeaiva patienta and alao alow do*n tha progress of fatal diseases
in animals, from theae reaults ha concluded,
( .1 fait I could state
that following repsuted eleotroahooxa 'highly vitalising substances with
defansive properties* are formed in tne brain" (p. 209). He called these
substances acro-agonines. Ho biochemical analysis of this brain fluid haa
yet beau made. Gerlotti does not believe that the vital substance ia ACTH
as thla latter substance has not proven effective in treating mental patients.
An eUborate stress theory vhich a number of inveati atore have refarred
to (», 33,34,35, 49) waa developed by Haas Selye (41). 3elye olaime that any
streesor applied at a constant rate will result in the tfanerel Adaptation
Syndrome (herein referred to as GA3). The three stages ere the alarm re-
action, the resistance stage, and the exhaustion stage leading to death.
The alarm reaction ia the sua of sill nonspecific phenomena elicited by
sudden exposure to stimuli to which the system is not adapted. The alarm
reaction is divided into the shoe* st*ge ( characterised as passive and re-
sulting in such physiological signs as hypothermia, hamoeonemtration, and
depression of tha nervous ayatem) and the count erahock stage (characterise
a
by eianifestaliens of defense such as adrenal cortlca* enlargement and in-
creased production of oorticotrophin ana corticoids.
)
Upon prolonged exposure the organises adapts to the stressor. This, the
resistance stage, is characterized by the sua of all tha non-specific reac-
tions constituting the adaptation. The adaptation seems to be accjuired at
the expense of weakened rssist«j*ce to other stressor agenta.
The resistance stage IMfftM gradually into the exhaustion ata*;© as the
ors&nlssa expands its energy, and finally it dies. Various physiological
measures taken during tha progression of the syndroms all result in approx-
imately tha earns curve as shown in ?igure 1. *'ith raapact to tha physiolo^.
ical reactions there is usually an initial drop during tha alarm stags
followed by an upswing which levels off through the resistance sta^e, and
finally drops off complexsly in tha azhaustion sta^e.
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>'ig. 1. 'typical curve describing the "tages of the <seaeral adaptation syn-
drome proposed by Selye (41, p. 4)
Townsand at al (48) experimenting with SSG8 on rats noted that their
animals dropped off in weight during the first few convulsions and finally
levelled off at about the tenth daily convulsion. They further noted that
the incidence of fractures was greatest at about the tenth convulsion, and
suggested that ICS may sot as a stressor.
Stem (46) specifically investi&ated wei&ht changes during a aeries
oi* 14 daily iXJSs. the results vara not clear for two of his groups which
were under partial food ueprtvution (apparently also a stressor). The
third group which vaa on an ad UOltorn food and water acheaule reveal ad a
typical uAS curve. Free these and uapubliahed studies, he estimated that
vith one daily convulsion the syndrome rune the following oourssj shock
stage, days one to five; count ershocic, days six to fifteant resistance, daya
sixteen to ninety) end exhaustion, daya ninety to death.
Rleas, who was the ftrat to interpret the affects of 3CS in terns of
the OAS refers to one of his studies (34) in *hich rata receiving laore
than 100 lOSc revealed behavioral and food intake curves typical of tha uA3.
The aost convincing data suggesting that BC8 Bay function largely as a
stressor cornea from a study by ftosvold at al (37). They gave a ten day
••rise of BO* to a group of anesthetized rata while another group was con-
vulsed under normal conditions. I third ,;roup reoaivad anesthesia only.
Animals which vers convulsed showed adrenal cortex hypertrophy significantly
greater than controls or animals receiving anesthesia only. They also found
that aniaals which vert convulsed shoved significant hypertrophy over ani-
mals in whom the convulsion was prevent ®a by anesthesia. They suggested
that since there are coincident changes in the rats* behavior and physio-
logical condition following $33, the behavior changes say be mediated by
the physiological condition.
It can be seen that soae recent theory, stemming frota «niiaal studies,
etoph&slftto physiological changes in explaining the affects of WCS. The
exact nature of these changes and their relationafrdp to behavior is yet to
be determined. It should be revealing, therefore, to compare directly tha
behavioral concomitants of 3C3 with those of the GAS.
Tu» 3aq>oria«ntal Investigation
1 Mai^SSt o£ $he iTobJjg
This inveatlgation atteapta to bring together Ml, both bahavioral
and phyeioio^Uoi, to^a a unified expiation of the effects of electro-
convulsive shock. Lore apecifically, tha offocta on the whit® rat of
101mm son-co&vulsivj electrical etiolation applied to tht tall are *»»
pared with HMH of ooinrulslvo stimulation. Thua, a group receiving
convulsions, a group receiving intense electrical sti-aulation to tha tail
(stress), and a control jroup will be compared with each other on thair
retention of aasc iaarnUifj.
a cousi loration of the problem prooeuts thro* tset&blo Igrpotheeiei
I. 3oth tha BOf and fcho trtreaa groupe will 3hor a response
decranant signlficantiy greater than tha control group.
II. There will be no algnifleant difference in tha de-ree of
daareaaat betraeu tho 303 group and the atr*a» group.
IXX* A physiological uaucure (weight change) will show correlation
with the response aeaaure.
A five choice-point water Daze b&sod on the L^shlftj ill design and
patterned <*fter one described by Towneend ot jJL (46) woe ueed for the
learning and retention probieo. Tho osa^e consisted of | copper tltfftl with
X/l$th inch sheet MlA partitiona (Kige. 2 & 3). The entire interior of
the tank wae painted Tith noivto^c black asphaituu paint. Retracing
doers were Kaaually operated by black nylon string pulls running through
eyelets to the control panel at the front of the tank. The doors slid
ffidewajs, to and fro fron the cevter. Placed in front of the tank, e
f*Brse screen prevented the sucperiifcauW fro:; bei£g visible to the .-animals
from any portion of the «ase except the storting chamber which ras covered
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by a black door, The effectivsnoes of the screening mm Lwsreeeed by
keeping the roocj illuoination et a a&aiiuun. A shaded, diffused, hundr&a
watt bulb was suspended four feet above the geometrical canter of the tank
and within the confines of the •hading The shading, which confined the
light to the tank, consisted of heavy black roofing paper suspended froo
the light shade, tent-like, and f&ntensd to the aides of the tank. Tank
water wee replaced as needed with fresh water.
Cylindrical holders, a* inches in diameter and tan inches long, con-
struct ad of o/8th inch wire aeah were used to confine the rate daring the
tail shook procedure, The electrical stiiaulus originated fro© on elec-
tronic device* designed to provide a constant current regardless of the
resistance involved. The current was delivered through two spring
electrodes curvec to fit snugly over the rata* tails. Bj | resistance
was brought to a trtnlmura in all electrical procedures by application of
WKk paste underneath the electrodes. A stop watch was used to tioe tns
aaae trials. The DCS stimulus was provided by a codification of the Pitts-
burg saectroshock Apparatus (40).
Hie water ma&e was clioaen for the behavioral measurements because of
the large number of successful expertsante which have been conducted «dth
it, and because it provides a source of motivation which, unlike hunger,
is constant throughout the treatment period, ifjlectric shock, applied
non- convulsively, seemed to be the best stressor for comparison as it was
similar in nature, being electric*!, to the convulsing stimulus.
B. Subjects
/orty six male albino rat < oi i it .str-dn froa the Hatch laboratory
•The constant Current SLectronic stimulator, Uoael Sat>, C. J. Applegate 4
Co* , 1^15 C-rove 3ft.
,
Boulder, Colorado
of the Oniveraity of Ifr*******, ware M the subjects for this p,
IHtliMi Their mm ranged from 110 to 130 days. The aaiwi. Mi houeed
in individual bucket ee^es.
13
hi toce^
Table I below, preset* * outline of the experimental process.
*>orty six rata loomed the five unit ntir mase to criterion. They were
then divided into three equated group*. Group i, hereafter referred to
m the acs group, received a eeriea of twenty K)C3a. Group II, hereafter
referred to aa the atreaa group, underwent twenty period* of ttfft ehoek.
Group III, the control group, wee given & aeries of twenty peeudo
After the last axperloeaUl treatment was given, retvation of the original
learning was determined by having each rat awia through the mse until it
again reached criterion.
Table I
Group
Stage
KM
II
ftreas
a.
C.
0.
Preliminary
Handling
Preliminary
Training
Learning
Bleotroconvulsive
Shook
intention
Preliminary
Handling
Preliminary
Training
Learning
Tall
^sssitlon
III
Control
Preliminary
Hindi in.
Preliminary
Training
learning
Paaudo
electroconvulsive
Shock
All rate were handled daily for the ftrat week. Handling consisted
of the mnipul&tions necaaaary to remove thacs fro::, the cages and weigh then
plus lift** saconda of back stroking while held in the cupped hand to 14
*-.ceustoui thou nor* rapidly to handling.
At tho and of this tiiae saoh rat *•* given twenty five orientation
trials in groups of five triads each, 1Z hours apart to fasdliarise hia
with swiwaing and escaping front ths water. Ml orientation trial conslBted
of gently placing ths rat into ths sator at tns sod of ths allsj opposits
ths ssoaps platfona and so that ha facsd it (point A, Fig. 3), The aaiaai
was allowsd to swia until it reuched ths ssoaps plat forsi and walksc out of
ths watsr. ?iftsa/i ssconas of rsst «aa allowsd between a rat* 3 orientation
trials. Ths retracing door at ths last choice point retaainso closed auring
the orisntation trials, so that ths orientation swietaiag ma confined to
the final alloy of ths ato.se.
c.
-rri-a^a
Twelve hour^ lollowing ths 36th orientation trial, ths learning tri&la
wars started. A learning trial consistsd of gently placing the rat, faos
forward, into the water of ths starting chamber and allowing it to swia
through ths aaas until it reached ths escape platfona. Ths retracing
]
doors wsre closed at each choice point after ths rat passsd through to
prevent bacxtr&oking. Turns into a cul ds sac, of ths full length of the
body excluding ths tail, vers reeordsd as errors. $wiatiaing tia»s was taksn
from ths rat* s release in ths starting ohuubsr to his eoaplst3 exit, ex-
cluding ths tail, free, the water. Sach rat was given three learning trials
a day, eight hours apart until three consecutive tr .versals had bssn aade
with no acre than five errors. Ths rats wsrs dried with a towel before
being rsturneo to their cages. The water in ths oass was jcept at rooo
temperature (ft to £3 degrees cent rigro.de;.
Throughout the experiment, each rafa wight aau the weight of the
food conauaea was NM| at noon, food consisted of the standard lab-
oratory oiet of Purina Fox Ghow supplemented twice weekly with lettuce.
An ad lxoitua food ami mter achedule was in force throughout the experi-
ment. Sxperiiaental ana control aniia&ls rere put through trials in randoa
order to i&inimize differential tre&toent.
D. ^erit^en^ Trea^cn£
As eaoh rat ranched the criterion of learning, it veva placed, fol-
lowing a counterbalanced (ABCCBA), into one of three groups. Thus rate
*ere placed into the three condition* of the experiment as follows! first
rat into Group I, second rat into Group II, third rat into Group III,
fourth rat into group III, fifth rat into group II, sixth rat into Group I,
etc. When uaore than one rat reached criterion at the end of any one trial
they were placed in the three groups so as to yield oinitaua differences
between the mean weights of the groups. In this way the groups were
equated for learning and weight scores.
siach rat was started on the experimental treatment sixteen hours
after its last learning trial. Tvrenty convulsions *are produced in eaoh
of the rata in the idCS group (Group I), one every twelve hours, by a 20
sailliaapere current at 110 volt a applied for one eecond through clip
electrodeo placed on the rat* a ears, electrode paste was placed in the
cups of the electrodes to insure a good ©lectrical contact.
The aniuals in the stress group (Group II) were given twenty periods
of tail shock, at 12 hour intervals, &*ch period lasted twenty ninutes,
and shocks at the rate of two pulses per second were administered. A
current of 600 saicroaaiperes at UC volts *aa used. The animals were plaoed
face forward, into the cylindrical holders with only their tails protruding
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(fig. 4), and vrera- fcept from eacapia* oy the use of sixteen pennyweight
nail* pusnec through the *ire oeeh. The electrodes were attached to the
rats' tails and were connected in series to the stimulator (/ig. 5). They
wore placed on the tail, one inch apart and two inches from the base of
the tail. The holders containing the rata -rare suspended into a card-
board carton. (910, 4)
The control group (droup III) vac given a series of twenty pssudo
ahoeks, one every twelve iioura. This consisted of placing electrodes on
the rat's ears and the machine's sritch throm, but with the power
supply turnoa off.
«• |j»la4irnl 4^ Trials
tforty eight hours after it a last axperiiMBtal treatment eacii rat vas
returnee to the eater ua&e for its retention trials. The rata were a^ain
allowed to swim on the acme schedule as before until they reachoa the
original criterion of no core than fivo errors in three trials.
h AdrenaA
A phyaiologioal measure of the OAS, in addition to weight, boca&e
available at the end of the axperitaent. This was the weight of each ani-
aal' a adrenal glands. Three days after the last rat's last criterion
trial, the animals were sacrificed and their adrenals removed and is>-
aediately weighted on a laboratory oalance.
WHtto 19
JKantltat^ve
The results consisted of leejraing and relearning scores for trial*,
errors aaa tiue to reach criterion, and the daily body weights, post
aortas 'Adrenal veldts, and the weights of the daily food iataice for each
animal. The reiearaing laoorea were
-subtracted froa the iaarair^ scores
and a constant added so that all of the resultant retention indices were
positive. Fishera small sample t test (16, p. 32b) was used to determine
the reliability of the differences between the retention indices of the
three groups, and to compare their original learning scores. The adrenal
weights were also converted into indices by taidng the quotient of the
adrenal weight of an animal divided by his preexperimentol body weight
and multiplying this quotient by 1,000.
The body weight change scores for each animal were determined by
subtracting the weight at the end of the experimental treatment period
from that at the beginning and adding constants to make all of the scores
positive. Both the adrenal indices and the body weight scores v;ere
treateu oy /isher* s small sample t test for differences between tite
groups. The extent of correlation between weight change and each of the
retention scores, and also between adrenal weights and each of the reten-
tion scores was determined for all three groups by Pearson* s product
moment correlation method (16, p. 160).
As half of the animals in the 80S group revealed injuries, comparisons
were made between the performances and the adrenal indices for the injured
sad the uninjured animals in this group to see if they constituted a homo-
geneous group in relation to the variables being measured. In table 7
companions are shown for the injured and the uninjured animals in the i£C3
on
tfroup. Ths injured antaaia were ones wnieh rjnd cevelepsd on? or uore pari
lyssd pcxs ttw tne iacs treatuent, rhereae the uninjured aniaale shoved
no obvious injury. The t tests rewaed no aiignlficeait differences between
the injured <ind the uninjured entasis with respect to the following doua-
ureal trials (relsarning), wei&ht gain and adrenal weloiit indices, ^ince
the injuries aid Hot affect these important variables, th« jroup as a whole
was used in making comparisons with other groupa.
Table 2 prssenta a coaparison of lamming .icore3 within the three
groups in terrea of trials, erroro, and tiae ecorea. The t teat result a
for comparisons between these ecoreo are shown in table 3 and they reveal
no iildfiixic^ut differences between experimental *nd control groups for an/
of the scores, decuuse the groups hod been equated for trial ml error
scores and in view of the result? of tnc t testa, it is ^s-aiaed that they
were of equal learning ability for the purposes of the experiment.
The statistical ooapari3one betwesn all groups for trials*-to- criterion
roteution indices are ,;iven in table 4, The £CS group rsvoaled signifi-
cantly poorer retention at better than the one percent level of confidence,
than both the control and the stress groups. There ma no si^JLfieant
difference oetween the control and the stress groups, however.
The comparisons of error retention lndice.3, shown in table 6, give the
same results! the 033 group was significantly poorer than both the con-
trols and gtkT9*a groups at better than the one percent level of confidence.
As before, no significant difference occurs between the control and the
stress groups.
In table 6 stailar results are found for comparisons of the tiae re-
tention Indices. Aflain, the «CS group shoved less retention than the otreea
and control groups, however the difference was significant only at tho fiva
percent level iff confidence. As before, no significant difference resulted
Tool* 2
Ooapariaon of original laming botw««x oxp«riiaant*l and
control groups in terma of mo<«i trials, error*, ana tiuit.
W 3tr*»a Control
23 !• I* U
Um& Trial. 4.75 4.73 4.73
3i*n» 2.46 2.00 2.32
««* an»r» 27.2 27.7 ».i
Si<i"» 10.72 U.oS 11.97
W»*n Tiffl* 268.00 302.00 361.20
146.60 145.27 197.87
sTable 3
The t teat results for original learning scores between experimental and
control groupe in tenas of aean trials, errors, and tiae.
Groups Difference t *
T SX38 vs.
.03
.00
r itros .
i
a 103 vs.
.02 .00
1 Control
Control vs.
.00 .00Htm
SO 3 Vs. 0.5 .01
r Stress
r
0 SC3 ve. 1.9 .33
r Control
•
Control vs. 1.4 .31
stress
SC3 vs. 13.00 .34
rtrees
T
1 ^03 vs. 63.30 .93
m Control
•
Control Vs. 49. SO .77
stress
•Nous of the ts were significant at the 51, level of confidence.
'i'able 4
Comparison of retention indioea* for triads to criterion
between experimental and control groups.
stress Control
Mean 13.15 13.47
Sigma 4.02 2.60 3. 2d
M u 15 15
Groups Difference t p
between
m ve. 4.38 3.31 >
.01
stress
aCS V«. 4.66 3.33 > .01
Control
Control vs. 0.33 0.33 —
Jtreas
The retention index is the learning score uima the relearning score
plus & const-ant to mk.9 all scores positive.
A coapurlaon of retention uaaic»s* , for errors to criterion, between
experimental and control groups.
ICS 3trees Control
£2.19 41.37 43.87
13.06 11.40 14.93
H 16 18 IS
Groups Difference
bit—
Hi vs. 19.0S 3.87 .01
SOS Vs. 21.68 4.27 > .01
Control
Control vs. £.60 0.62 ~
Jtress
* The retention index is the learning score s&oua the rele&ming score
plus a constant to a&ke ell scores positive.
T&t>l» 6
A eoaparison of retention inaiooa* for tlma to criterion, beUeen
experimental and control *roup&.
MM Control
k0a,a
*6.64 62.47 65.93
3i<Stt» 12.56 17.41 22.03
16 15 15
Groups Difference
between
•ana
H5C3 Vs. 15.83 8.35 > .05
stress
JSCS Vs. 19.39 2.55 .05
Control
Control vs. 3.46 0.46 mm
Stress
* The retention index is the learning score uinua tha relearning aoora
plus a constant to make all scores positive.
Table 7
A cotaporiauAi oi li*juroa &ju6 uninjured* nAtmAM In the
U j group.
Injured Uninjurad Dtf. bt. t p
means
8 8
MM Trials
Retention indices 10.63 7.00 3.63 1.87
Sim* 2, 83 4. 30
Mean weight
change
indicea 2b. 40 2S.5Q 1.10
.17
3i«ma 17.02 10.03
Mean Adrenal
tfettfht
indicaa 41.80 47.82 6.02 0.48
84.87 21.76
.10
* Injured aniaels had one or more paralyzed pave whereas uninjured
aaiaala showed no obvious Injury.
batwean tha atreae and control group*.
For all thres retention indices, therefore, the 2}QS group revealed *
Uecr^ent la retention when coiapared »ith the atreae or control «rcu-
whereaa i^o significant dlfferencea occurred between the stress awl control
groups.
Differences, all batter than the one parent lev?! of reliability be-
tween bony weigh1! ehangee, ere shown in table 8. The control group gained
most la weight, the atreas group leap, and the 80S group, the least.
In table 9 it i« oeen that the daily food intake mn of the three
group* are al.-niflountly different frost eech other. Mi we beyond ths
one percent Isvei of confidence. The Control group conmiaad tha Rftgl,
the stress group lees, end the 104 group the leaat -ysourt of food. The
daily food intake curvea are presented fjr».phically in Figurea 6
--md 7 re-
spectively.
Table 10 revels a sigi d.fie:jit difference between the ne^n adrenal
weight Indices of the control ^ro\iu and tha $C3 proup, at batter than the
five percent, level. The streas croup aid not differ reliably from slther
the control group or the 3C3 group on tide raeasure. The control group had
the lowoet adrenal weights, the atress group higher wsijbta, and the *;C3
group the highest adrenel weights.
Table 11 presents the Pearson product aoaent correlation^ batman
weight and ee.cn of the three retention indices for all groups. According
to the Tnolaa of Signific-mce in Edwards (12, p. 4C8) none of these co-
efficients is sigrd.fi Cioitiy different froo sero.
In table 12 are the Pe&raon product mosaent correlations oetween ad-
renal weight indioea and each of the three retention indices for %Ll groups
From the saae tables of eignifict±nce it is seen that only tho iiorralirtlon
between the adrenal indices and the error !*cor«? indices for ffei strode
group ifl aifeniiidant RNl this in at the five percent level.
TM9 8
Comparison of body ^u in t#na, of ^Mto J soora* ftM the
^giani^ to tn* and of ^erioontaj. tratafnt for **pari<aantal arui
ooatroi groups.
803 lllitl Control
8^.93 47.83 67.95
13.68 6.16
Ml 16 15
DiffarsaioaMmm
W V». 19.02 3.73
. .01
atroas
®CS Va. 39.02 9.51
.01
Control
Control ftfc 20.00 5.26
.01
itr*M
• Standard ocorea repreaant weight gain plue a constant to aaJM nil
acoras ponitlvo.
*2Q
(SWVWO Nl) 1H0I3M
T»ble 9
ti-roupa durli^ axpariiaantal traataant. BIWBiiJfc
Control
I'.aaA
1.37
16
16.61
8.17
16
19.19
1.56
15
Groups
JSCS V8.
'Itrees
?£?J Va.
Control
Tdffarance
botwaan
moana
5.62
b.ac
6.36
15.19
.01
.01
Control va.
Strmma
2.53 3.66
.01
<
31
(swvae Ni) gxviNi aooj
T*bla 10
A oomp«triaon of adran&x valutas indicaa* toucan at ths and of ralaarning
for •xporimrotaU. and control groups.
Straaa Control
Moan 110. 12 100.00 93.80
Sigma, 23.02 18.42 19.68
M 16 IB 16
Groups Diffaranca
botvean
vs. 10.12 1.31
straaa
BSCS Vs. 16.92 2.78 .01
Control
Control vs. 6.80 0.o3
firm
• Adranal •raight iudax aquala 100C g^ffi^^^^,
Adranal vaightp ara post- exparimantal and body waighta aro pre-
axparinantal.
;*txt 11
Heaults of ?eareon product aooent correlations bet-seen weight
^aln In teras of standard acorea, aoti trial, error, aft* tiaie
to reach criterion retention inoioee.
jtreaa Control
**
height r • 29
-1 ilc 26
error
height r .08 .22 •00
Srrors Standard • 26
error
height r .14 .40 • 21
va.
Tima Standard .26 • 22 .26
error
None of the correlations are significant at -one five percent level
of confidence.
Table 3UB
Results of Pearson product moment correlations between adrenal
weight indices and trial, error, and tirje to reach criterion
retention indices.
1303 strees Control
K 16 15 l&
Adrenal r .06
.30 .49
•eight
Vs. Standard .26
.24 .20
Trials
Adrenal r .04 .o8»
Weight
s. standard .26 .17 .26
Errors error
Adrenal r .27 .15 .6
1eight
s. Stfindard . 24
I Im error
* Significant at the 5t level of confidence.
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Sight of the sixteen uni&als in tho group i«t found to have one or
aore paralysed paws after IflWlmi Wife of the post-aiiock ooiaa. Although this
interfered with their vaiidLCg, it oonawituted no ninoruice in gsrjraring the
ne.se* This was verified Iq t.ie lack of si&iaificant differences '-uaong the
Comparisons snxowtx in tabxe 7.
Curing the sj^eriaental procedure the aniatals in the KU group snowed
exaggerated startle reactions. Tncy alao urinased, defecated and tried to
•scape whon raaioveci froa tneir eagea to oe given KMU Taeir bodies baa &
chronic ten3ene3» or stiffness to tne toucn. fhe tuiiaais in the stress
group beo&ise very docile and offered no resistance to being put into their
holders for the tail-shoe* procedure. The control aniiaaltt shoveu no obvious
behavioral or physiological change. The behavior of the SSC& anitaais is con*
sistent with the findings of Hunt et al (23, p. SS>6) who report that* "Treat-
ed anieals consistently show eigne of heightened irritability and atuotionoi-
tty %
^
lscu^aion
a. The :^*xita y+ r«ai of the jjiwtthma
Contrary to hypothesis I, a comparison of retention Indies* uniforaly
revealed no differences on any of the retention measures between the stress
and control groups. The findings of significant differences with respect
to
retention measure* between the l*JS end control groups were in agreement
with
hypothesis I. Contrary to hypothesis IX the sos and stress groups
differed
significantly on all three retention Measures. Hypothesis III
was not sup-
ported as there was no correlation between "eight and any
of the three reten-
tion measures. Nor were any of toe correlations between
adrenal indices and
the retention measures signifleant with on© exception. Thia was between''^
the adrenal indices aad the error acore retention indioea for th» stress
group and waa eignlfioant at only the five percent level.
Before the retention results are discussed it would be well to ex-
plain the rsaulta of the physiological measurements. It must be resiocubered
that one of the purposes of thia experiment was to aeteraine the effecta on
a learned reeponae of d03 and of taiL-shock while holding physiological
i
changes aa ooastont aa poaalble. Since both the HO* and the stress groups
differed signifiouatly from the controls on the weight measures, It can be
concluded that one of the reeulta of a08 or prolonged tail-elioc* is either
to prevent normal weight gain or to produce weight loss. However, in thia
study the £09 and streaa groups also differed from each other on the weight
measure. Apparently then, these two types of electrical treatment aa used
here did not produce an equivalent physiological effect. This was further
demonstrated by the comparison of adrenal indices means which were similar
to the means for body weight. That is, the greatest difference vos found
between the control group and the HSC3 aniaols and a lesser difference be-
tween the control group and the stress animala. These changes in adrenals,
however, were of a sufficiently small magnitude so that only the iiiCS and
not the stress group differed slgnific.va.tly from the control group.
It had been hypothesized from a pilot study (3d) that the juount? of
305 and tall- shock uaed la this study would produce similar physiological
results, but thia did not occur. A likely explanation of the lack of simi-
lar results follows. The only available means of equating groups physio-
logically at the time the study was undertaken, was by iiaount of weight
loss. The data of the prior pilot study had indicated that over 1 period
of ten days, tsisnty isinuts periods daily of lit11m ilWiH produced as rauoh
weight loss, and at the aaiae rate, as on* daily a<kiinistration of iSG3.
In ths current study however, two 808a and two twenty isinuts periods of
tali-shock were administered daily for ten day a. The resultant oean weight
losses were significantly different. It appears, then that the pilot re-
sults were not truly indicative of the effects of the two types of shock
on weight loss, or that the equivalence my hold only for the conditions
of one daily administration.
C interpretation of the iHstastionmeasures
A decrement in retention of the 3C3 group as compared Tith the re-
tention of the control group is in keeping with the general findings of
other SC3 studies dealing with a cosaplex learning; ta.sk. An interprets-
tion of the stress group's results Is more problematic. Xt was hypo-
thesised that If they underwent similar physiological changes to the &23
group, as represent©a by weight loss and adrenal hypertrophy, they would
suffer ths satae decree of retention decrement. Neither similar physio-
logical changes, nor similar retention changes resulted between the KM
and stress groups. The stress and control groups did differ on one
measure, weight, and a suggestion of a difference (not reliable) was
present for ths adrenal weight indices. Why then did not their perform-
ance differ from the controls? Two likely but alternate explanations fit
the retention data of the three groups*
1. ms affects learned behavior directly through aocae elactrical
and/or physiological reaction taking place solely in the
brain. The physiological reactions such as weight and
endocrine changes are secondary effects and do not mediate
the changes in learned behavior.
2. The offsets of WBM on learned behavior are aediated through
those physiological reactions which constitute the OAS and
are a result of the stress produced by the convulsion .
(It follow* that If such change u could be produced with aonconvulaive
stimuli, learned behavior would be affected a.-j though with 80S,)
Because Of tho failure to equate the physiological reactions of the stress
and '-JC8 groups neither explanation is supported by the data of the study.
However the data oon fit Into both explanations.
The first explanation involves detailed studies of brain tissue
changes, According to Broun et ad (9, p. 101) ". . . .* number of reports
in the literature on the effects of eleotroshock convulsions upon the mor-
phology of the central nervous system iwve failed to find evidence of al-
terations in brain tissue". They also state that alterations in brain
tlseue would not alone be conclusive. It would also have to be shown that
there was a correlation between the damage and learned behavior.
The second explanation wnich involves endocrine changes as ths import*
ant factor is oeet expressed in terns of Selye's General Adaption syndrome.
The J5C3 groups asanas dearly to have undergone the OAS. According to turn-
er (49, p. 191) t "The oost prominent morphologic end functional changes
which occur during the a-A-3 ore (1) enlargement of the adrenal cortex
with an increase in the release of cortical steroids. . ." It was found
that the KC3 animals here as well as in Hoyoe's study (37), showed adrenal
weights significantly larger than the controls. The decrement in their
retention could, therefore, conceivably be mediated by the 3A3»
The physiological condition of the stress group was not as olsar in
terms of the OAS. Although these animals showed weight loss significantly
greater than the control group, the loss was however significantly leee
than that of the 303 group. Their adrenal weight scores vere in the right
direction, but did not differ significantly from the control group. Neither
did they differ from the b»3 group.
It is possible that the amount of tail-shock given was not suffic-
iently stressful to cause the animala to display ths UA3. A more likely
explanation la that the stress .almals revealed the <*S but at * alow
rate than the ^SOS group did 30 that they were la on earlier stage 0f the
syndrome. How do the physiological data fit this Utter hypothesis? The
weight measures revealed eigniflcant, differences between the SC3 end con-
trol groups. Apparently then on the basis of this measure both groups
progressed into the syndrome but the BBS group progressed further. The
adrenal weight changes revealed the same relationships between groups ex-
cept that only the difference between the *C3 and the control group was
«i<inific«nt. In keeping with the hypothesis that the nXr^nn group was not
as far alon*$ the UA1 as the 2JC3 group it could be said that the adrenal
ihdicee differences would show the sane significance that the weight
measures did if it were not for the fact that the adrenal change e were of
lesser magnitude.
If the hypothesie ie correct that both the iEGS and stress groups
showed signs of the General Adaptation 3yndroaie but that the hos group
wee in a more advanced sta&a of the syndrome, how can the retention
measures, particularly the iucx of decrement for the stress group, be ac-
counted for? One possibility is that there is a critical point during
the progression of the 0A3 before wnlch no behavioral changes are mediated.
A more lixely explanation is that the physiological changes which occur
during the 0A3 affect behavior differentially as the syndrome procuresses.
3uoh an explanation can best be understood of 3elye*s data on the general
physiologic^ changes of the uA3 are interpreted in terms of drive state
1, e. , the drive state which is a factor in performance is determined by
the physiological condition of the organism. To understand this fully a
discussion of the relationship between drive state and performance ie neces-
The notion that beyond ox optimal point further increase in drive
level is detrimental to the "correct response" is widely held but rarely
fl*MiKi mm/mmf* *m mi pr««enta such « expwtioa m Htm
of neuna functioning he conceptually depicts tho relationship oetveen
response euid artva atate in Hi following tersie. Sensory events ore seen
&s having two different effects, the cue function and the arou^x function.
The fonaer snides behavior whore&« the latter providea an energising
around for It. la a auaaor of apeaking the arouaol function 'runs the
actor" whila the cue function "doea the stowing*, He further point, outt
"Arousal in this jenae la synonymous vrith a general driv* atate, and the
conception of drive therefore assumes amtoaicai and physiological iden-
tity". (19, p. 280).
u.
Ill
o
OPTIMUM
LEVEL
AROUSAL FUNCTION
Figure 8. Kelationsnip between arousal and cue functlono.
(Adapted froc Heob, IS, p. 250)
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mm considers the arousal function, at ft neural lev*l, a* aortic*!
bombardment (abscissa in fig. B). Up to the optimal point, cortical bom-
bardment (drive) reaults in negatively accelerated qua function, ftp*
this point increasing bombardment result* m positively decelerated cua
function. Ha assumes that cortical bomourduent facilitates synaptic func-
tion out that Dayond the optimal point it intarf araa with "the dalicata
adjustments involved in oua function, perhap, by facilitating irrelevant
reaponsea". (p. £4»).
In Hullian theory, performance (i.e. excitatory potential of the cor-
rect response) increases with increase in drive Hebb mm*** that
thia relationship holds only up to an optimal level of drive. Beyond this
point additional drive may be detriment*! to the correct reaponse aa a re-
suit of a "cortical overloading* factor. Both Hullian theory and that of
Hebb are consonant with an explanation that the detrimental factor amy re-
sult from additional competing responses being brought above thre«hold as
drive increases.
tfith these considerations in mind an interpretation is possible of
the retention data in terns of the following relationship between the
progression of the OAS and drive level. If it is assumed that drive level
follows along witn tne other physiological reactions constituting the GAS,
the groups in thia study would fall at the points indicated in Figure 9.
The curve shows a alight decrease in drive during the jhocJt phase of the
alarm stage followed by a return to normal and beginning of an upswing
during the countercheck phase. The maximuu is reached during tne resis-
tance stage and drive remains at thia level until it falls off through the
exhaustion stage reaching the aero point at trie death of the organism.
-J
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Wrl
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\ DEATH
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GAS PROGRESSION
EXHAUSTION
Figure $>, 9to thaoroticil position*? of control, atresia, and KM aniuola
on the curve depicting the hypothetical drive level during
the progression of the ttftf*
If both the group and the agrees group are considered aa being
in the G,\3, it rouot b& (WBttiberea that the data indicate;! the 903 group
to be further along the Ska than the ctreea group. ?urthsrujr stem
(45) auggaata that following approxkaately the 16tii convulsion, aniucaa
enter the resistance stage of the ua3. If point Q££ of Figure 9 ie taken
If the optiaai isvol of drive for the production of the correct .a^ao re-
sponae, it is aaen hov the KH group falls beyond this point. The atreas
group although iteving progressed through the first stage of the oyadrooe,
could still be at the normal uriv* level. The control group, of courae,
would be at the noraal drive level, Thie would account for the obtained
retention data. The control and stress groups being at the saw drive
m* mmmmm m m mm~ m mm mmmm*^ 4
would be axpaotad to hava fliaiiar pm'omoiott alnoa all othar factor.
*ara leapt o(metant. Tha KOS group, having undargona phy.iologioal ohangaa,
whioh put thao beyond tha optiiaai driv* iml% woul<1 0„ ,))n|< to r(,v#al
<*. dtortatnt in parfonaaao**
mmmw ^iiyjioxo^ioM to tatmm^ MiMrnn
It eaaaa from tha reaulta that thara la not a direct relationship bo-
tween retention and either of the two phyolologiaal oeaeuree investigated
(body weight and adrenal gland weight). Only one of the sixteen correla-
tions waa ei«:nil leant, that between the adrenai indloea and the arror
aoore ratantion lndicaa for the atraaa group, and It waa el«nifia,uit at
only tho flva paroant lavol. In Hm of tha larue number of correlations
oouputod between the phyeiologioai and performance oieaeurea it la hardly
ioeaningful that ona was oignif leant at tha flva paroant iaval.
Should tha decrement following 80S ba a central 1. a. a •erebral
rathar than a parlpharal phanoaomon thara would, of oouraa, ba no correla-
tion. If tha behavioral effeote of MA ara a lunation of tho i)A3 it would
ba expecteo that tha physiological changes oonatitutiag tha (JA8 would ba
corralatao with behavioral changon. The iacx of oorralation batwaan ro-
t ant 3 on lndicaa ami body weight aeaaurse could ba a raault of tha body
weight c.iaigee not diraotly repreeonting tha effects of physlolo ,ioal
change on anva atata. Tha correlation* bateuen ratantion indioee and tha
adrenal glanu weights ara generally hlghar tluox tnoae between ratantion
indices and tha booy waighte, Thi* troud aug^eeta that the forwer aight
show u.or« significant oorralation than tha lattar if tha number of »«ub-
Jaotfi wara larga enough. Pigraiologlcolly it would ba axpaotau that «-d-
renal function would aff act behavior :uore than body waight.
Unfortunately it i s posnible to measure Erectly the extent of
cnange in an animal* a adrenal glands as a result of the treatment given
it. The aorenale can only be weighed once, the change oust (Ml estimated
Irom a ratio of the weight of ite adrenale to the weight of the animal
ano hence 0* variance is increases so that a true correlation would aL-
way* be underestimated. Then too, there probably are physiological
changes those in the adrenals vhich affect the ultimate drive state,
so that even the trua correlation woula be well below unity and mild re-
quire a fairly large number of subjects before significance was achieved.
ft* indications of a OAS-drive state hypothesis for further studies
would involve the following variables. It would be desirable to vary the
number of «33s from sero to the number required to put an organisa into
the resistance stage of the OAS. Physiological and performance measures
could then be plotted and checked for correspondence with the hypothesis.
Or a stressor other th^n a convulsive agent could be used to produce the
OAS and the physiological and performance measures for this condition
could be plotted ju*i cheeked for correspondence with those found for HK33.
The chief aim would oe to test for correspondence between the physiologi-
cal changes of the ||$| those occurring auring an EOS aeries, and the
behavioral changes following acs administration.
Zorty six male albino rats were trained to a criterion of no less than
three 9rrora in five trials in a five choice-point w&ter aaae. They were
then placed into three groups, equated on the basis of trials to criterion,
and weight scores, and the groups were treated differentially as follows.
Anion!e of the 5SG8 group were given a series of twenty el sKStro- convulsive
shocks, those of tn* control group rboaived twenty peeuao shocks,
thoae of the streaa group mm given twenty, twenty minute periods of in-
tense puiaing anock (noncouvuiaive) to the toll. The animals were then
tMt*4 for retention of their maa* learning 0/ having then again re-
satisfy the same criterion of amatory. The oliiersncea between groups
for trials, errors, end timea to reach criterion acorea were eompurod
scatiotiealJ./. Coapejiaona were aloo made for changes in body voignt,
adraaau. gland vreignt and fooa into*© for each group. The weight change
and adrenal index scorea were then teetau Xor correlation witii each of
the retention aooraa for the three groups. The comparisons revealed a
decreaent in the maze retention of the *<3C^ group and none for either the
stress or oontrol groups. The exporimantsdL treatments resulted in changes
in weight and food intake significantly different Dstween all three groups
but no meaningful relationship was found between weight changes and any of
the retention measures. The result a of the SCH ana control groups were
COiieonant rith those of studies by other investigators, tilnee the aiaount
of toil-shoo*, used did not produce pnyaiological atreas reactions in the
stress group of equal magnitude to those produced by the convulsive pro*
osdure in the H£tf group , it couxd not oe determined whether the itiud of
stimulation or the physiological reactions resulting xrom the stiisulatioii
is the important factor in producing a retention deorament. The rosults
of tills study fit both a oontrol exploitation emphasising changes within
the* bruin and a peripheral one Oflphasisine changes in the whole body*
This latter explanation was discussed in termu of oft hypothesis relating
tho General Adaptation Synarome of saiye, the physiological effects of
electroconvuleive shock, and theory regaraing the relationship of drive
state to perfoiiuance. studies to test a GtiS-drive state hypothesis wore
indicated.
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